
Bob's Eyed Hare's Ear Nymph 
Tied by Bob Haase             
 
       Hook: Mustad 3906B or Equiv. #12 to #16   
                                   Thread: To match dubbing      
       Body: Hare's Ear Dubbing Light 
       Thorax: Hare's Ear Dubbing Dark 
       Tail: Hares Ear Guard Hair or Natural Body Hair 
       Wingcase: Turkey Wing Feather 
       Eyes: Mono Eyes Dark  
          
       The Hares' Ear is a pattern that has been around for a 
       long time and should be in everyone's fly box.  There 
       are a number of variations to this pattern and most of 
       them can be very productive. I believe that adding eyes
       to many of the standard patterns can make them even 
more productive so I have been doing that.  Using a UV set polymer over the wing case not only makes the 
fly look great, it also adds durability to the fly.  I have used a number of Hare's Ear patterns over the years, 
and this could become one of my favorites. The fish wish I would stop fooling them with patterns like this. 
 
      Step 1 - Start the thread and wrap it back to the bend.  Tie in 
         the tail (guard hair from mask or rabbit body fur).  
         Then tie in small opal tinsel or gold wire. Next tie in 
          mono eyes made of brown 30lb monofilament or  
          equivalent.   
              
 
 
 
 
      Step 2 -  Wrap lead wire (.25 or .30 dia.) as shown from  
          about the middle of the hook shank to the eyes. Then 
           wrap over the lead with a few wraps of thread. 
           
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
       Step 3 - Dub the back half of the body to just over the  
         beginning of the lead wrap with light hare's ear  
         dubbing.  Then wrap the small opal tinsel or gold  
          wire over the dubbing and tie off. 
 
 
        
 
 



      Step 4 - Tie in a piece of turkey wing (light or dark) for the  
         wing case over the lead where the light dubbing ends. 
         Then dub the thorax with dark hares ear dubbing and 
          pick out as shown to form legs.     
        
 
 
 
 
       
 
      Step 5 - Bring the wing case over the thorax and tie down as 
         shown. Move the thread to a position in front of the 
         eyes and tie off the thread and clip. You can then  
         apply a layer of UV set polymer over the wing case.  
         If you don't have UV set polymer, you can use  
          "Liquid Fusion" or any clear urethane. 
 
 
 
 
 
       
      Step 6 - If using the UV set polymer, you need to set the  
         polymer with a UV light source.  Apply one or more 
         coats of UV set polymer as desired for the thickness 
         you want. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Step 7 - The fly is now finished and ready to fool a few trout 
         or bluegills.  Make any modifications you desire such 
         as omitting the lead for fishing bluegills. I also mix 
         some olive ice dubbing with my dark hare's ear for 
         the thorax.  Gold wire is typically used to wrap  
         around the back part, but I prefer the small opal  
         tinsel. 
     
      Note: Think about what other common well known fly  
                 patterns or some of your own designs might be changed 
                 in similar ways.  We are often looking at creating new 
                 patterns and slightly modifying old standard patterns 
                 can be enough to show the fish something new! 
     


